Pillow: The pillow symbolises comfort, support and rest. The
pillow may represent your desire for one or all of these things.
Alternatively, it may stand for an actual person whom you rely on
to support you through difficult times. If you want a pillow but
can’t find one, this suggests that you may be denying yourself
basic forms of comfort or support. This suggests that you need to
take more care of your emotional needs.
iPhone: We tell people to ‘stay in touch’ and ‘keep in contact’ and
the most efficient and accessible way for most people to do this is
by iPhone. Calling someone or answering the iPhone reflects your
need to communicate and connect with others. Sometimes it may
symbolise your desire to get in touch with various aspects of
yourself. If you don’t answer the iPhone it suggests that you may
not want to hear something. Is someone trying to get through to
you? Calling an emergency number indicates that you need
assistance with an emotional issue that is causing you stress or has
placed you in a dilemma. If you recognise the number that you
are calling, you may need to contact that person. Perhaps he or
she has been on your mind. Being unable to get through, either
because the iPhone is out of order or the number is busy,
indicates your frustration with not being able to get your message
across to someone.
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Mixed-media mobile

I want to touch EVERYTHING (2015)

6. Tully Arnot

Siamese fighting fish, bowl, water pump, heater, coat
hanger, duct tape, various cables

Ornimental Fish Use Only (2016)

5. Brontë Jones

Artificial plant, micro controller, servo motors, light sensor,
motion

Nervous Plants (2016)

4. Tully Arnot

Air pump, plastic bottle, filter, water

Eternal Bubble (2016)

3. Tully Arnot

Pillow, various cables

Cuddle (2016)

2. Brontë Jones

LED light, ultrasonic sensor

There, There (2015)

1. Brontë Jones

Essay by Shaun Prior
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